Application Case Study
Industry: Chemical
Product: Vanguard Ammonia Detector
Application: Temporary Tank Monitoring
Company: A major chemical manufacturer in the Midwest

Customer
The customer owns and operates one of the largest chemical plants north
of the gulf coast and makes a large host of different chemicals. The manufacture of so many different kinds of chemicals, often with temporary storage and switching of processes to make different compounds, creates a
need for flexible and easy to use gas detection that goes where they need
it and senses what they need.

Challenge

The challenge currently facing the customer’s Analyzer
group is the monitoring of
temporary storage tanks. Typically, when a temporary storage tank is setup, instrumentation for monitoring fugitive
vapors needs to be wired for
communication and power.
This includes additional FEED
(front end engineering and
design), scheduling of tradesmen (electrician, excavation),
and laying of the conduit. It is
a costly and labor-intensive
undertaking for a storage area
that will only be used temporarily.

Solution

The Vanguard WiHART Gas Detector is
a truly wireless device that operates in
an open protocol mesh network. This
makes it ideal for temporary installations
because it is installed without the upfront
cost of planning and laying conduit, and
has the flexibility and dependability that
comes with an open protocol mesh network, like WirelessHART. Particularly in a
tank monitoring application, the tank is
an impediment to wireless signal, making
point-to-point communication impossible
without multiple gateways. Whereas the
mesh network will allow each device to
communicate through each other to get
back to the gateway, eliminating obstructions as a detriment. Additionally, the
Vanguard’s FlexSense technology allows
any gas sensor to be used with the transmitter. For the end user in this situation,
the unit could be used to monitor around
a tank for ammonia for three months,
then by changing the sensor the unit can
be moved to an area to monitor for natural gas leakage, with no reprogramming
or configuration by the user.
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Contact Information
For additional information please contact our
application experts at
+1 617-923-6977
or visit our website
www.ueonline.com/
vanguard.

